Abstract. Scheduling personnel to complete tasks is a complex combinatorial optimisation problem. In large organisations, finding quality solutions is of paramount importance due to the costs associated with staffing. In this paper we have generated and solved a set of novel large scale technician and task scheduling problems. The datasets include complexities such as priority levels, precedence constraints, skill requirements, teaming and outsourcing. The problems are considerably larger than those featured previously in the literature and are more representative of industrial scale problems, with up to 2500 jobs. We present our data generator and apply two heuristics, the intelligent decision heuristic and greedy heuristic, to provide a comparative analysis.
Introduction
The importance of finding quality solutions to scheduling problems was highlighted in [5] . There are many benefits to optimised scheduling; such as maintaining customer satisfaction and providing a balanced working schedule for employees. The importance of field service scheduling is growing due to the increasing number of machines that are used and therefore the number of specialized technicians needed to meet the demand [8] . There are many different types of scheduling problems that can be categorized by the constraints that they include. This paper focuses on generating and solving a set of large scale technician and task scheduling problems.
This problem is NP-hard, there are no known polynomial time algorithms for solving them optimally, which makes using exact methods prohibitive. In large businesses, there is also often a conflict between computational time and solution quality, whilst a solution of high quality is desired, it is desired within a reasonable computational time. The use of heuristic methods is popular for larger sized problems and has produced competitive results in many combinatorial optimization problems such as; graph colouring [17] , the vehicle routing problem [3] and nurse rostering [1] . Whilst approximate methods have no guarantee of finding a globally optimal solution, they generally produce high quality results in short computational times and are scalable and robust.
Literature in the field of technician and task scheduling problems has included solving both artificial and real world problems. Technician and task scheduling problems have been studied by [11] , [12] and [14] . In addition the ROADEF 2007 challenge was based on France Telecom's technician and task scheduling problem and has attracted much research interest; [2] , [6] , [7] , [9] and [10] .
The ROADEF 2007 challenge problem used real world datasets [4] . France Telecom aimed to reduce the cost of its workforce whilst maintaining a satisfied client base and dominating the market share. This optimisation problem involves creating a set of teams over a scheduling horizon to service or outsource a set of jobs [15] . The problem includes many constraints such as technician unavailability, priority levels, outsourcing, skill requirements and precedence relationships. Instances in the ROADEF 2007 challenge ranged from 5 to 800 jobs, however, the problems that arise in industrial settings may include many more jobs to allocate.
A technician routing and scheduling problem was proposed by Pillac et al. [14] . In this work, vehicle routing problem instances proposed by Solomon [16] were extended to create a technician routing and scheduling problem. To do this, random skill requirements were created for each customer and each vehicle (technician) had intrinsic skill levels. This problem included location information and tools and spare parts constraints but did not include the complexity of teaming or precedence relationships. Instances in these datasets contained at most 100 jobs. A service technician routing and scheduling problem was created by Kovacs et al [11] which also extended instances from [16] . This work, concatenated skill domain information from the ROADEF 2007 challenge problem on to the customer information from the vehicle routing instances. Again these instances contained at most 100 jobs.
A personnel task scheduling problem was also studied by [12] who procedurally generated the datasets used. In this work, the objective was to minimize the make span of the scheduling horizon (similar to ROADEF 2007 challenge but without priority levels). A heuristic approach was compared against mixed integer programming using data instances with up to 2105 jobs. This work considered a heterogeneous workforce, however not in the same way as the ROADEF 2007 challenge, which used skill domain areas and multiple levels of skill within those domains. This research concluded that mixed integer programming was not an appropriate solution technique for large scale scheduling problems. Also the heuristic approaches tested produced quality solutions in short computational times and, most importantly, were scalable.
It appears that the ROADEF 2007 challenge problem includes the most relevant features of the problems studied in the literature. The problem includes the complexity of outsourcing which itself is an NP-hard problem, as well as skill compatibility, unavailability, precedence and priority etc. However, the problems featured range from 5 to 800 jobs. To our knowledge, there is no current literature that includes solving large scale (1000+ jobs) scheduling problems that have precedence relationships, skill requirements and teaming. In this paper, we have generated large scale technician and task scheduling problems (created under the ROADEF 2007 challenge problem definition) and evaluated our intelligent decision heuristic and greedy heuristic on the data. This paper is structured as follows; Section 2 presents the mathematical formulation of the ROADEF 2007 challenge problem. Section 3 describes the large scale technician and task scheduling problem datasets that have been generated. Section 4 describes the two heuristics, an intelligent decision heuristic and a greedy randomized heuristic, that have been used to test the large scale data instances. Section 5 presents the experimental results and Section 6 discusses the performance of the intelligent decision and greedy heuristic. Lastly, Section 7 identifies areas for further research.
ROADEF 2007 Challenge Mathematical Formulation
The 
M inimize
The start times of jobs are denoted as b i . Equation (2) ensures that the latest ending time for each priority group, p ∈ [1...3], must be greater than, or equal to, the start time of every job plus the duration of the job.
In addition, Equation (3) ensures the latest ending time overall e 4 , is greater than, or equal to, the start time of every job plus the duration of every job belonging to the entire set of jobs.
Let x t,k,m = 1 if technician t belongs to team m on day k. Equation (4) guarantees that if a technician is available to work i.e. belongs to the set T k , then the technician may only be a member of one team that day.
Conversely, Equation (5) confirms if a technician may not work i.e. does not belong to the set T k , then the technician is not a member of any team on that day.
Let y i,k,m = 1 if job i is assigned to team m on day k. Equation (6) states that every job belonging to the set of jobs N , must be either outsourced, z i = 1, or scheduled during the scheduling horizon.
Equation (7) ensures that if a team is assigned a job i.e. y i,k,m = 1, then the collective skill levels of the team are greater than or equal to the skill requirements needed to complete the job.
Equation (8) deals with the precedence relationships between jobs, so that if job i is a successor of job i, i.e. belongs to the set σ i , i may not begin until i has been completed.
Equations (9 and 10) deal with the working hours of the day. Equation (9) ensures that if a job is scheduled to begin on day k, then the start time of the job is greater than or equal to the beginning of that day. Equation (10) states that if a job is scheduled to be completed on day k then the job must be completed before the working day ends.
Let u i,i = 1 if jobs i and i are assigned to the same team on the same day and i begins after i is completed. Equation (11) ensures time continuity, if two jobs happen sequentially then the end time of job i is less than or equal to the start time of the job i . Here, G is a large number to satisfy the constraint when jobs do not happen sequentially.
Equation (12) helps with the ordering of jobs. If two jobs happen sequentially then they must both be allocated to the same team and one must be scheduled before the other.
In some problem instances of the ROADEF 2007 challenge problem there is an outsourcing budget available, C. Jobs that are outsourced do not contribute to the objective function, therefore utilization of this budget is important. Let z i = 1 if job i is outsourced. Equation (13) ensures that the outsourcing budget is not exceeded.
The set of jobs that are outsourced must adhere to precedence constraints, so if a job is outsourced then so are all successor tasks, Equation (14) .
Equations (15-18) show that variables; x t,k,m , y i,k,m , u i,i and z i are binary.
Lastly, Equations (19 and 20) show that the start and end times of jobs are non-negative.
3 Large Scale Technician and Task Scheduling Problem Instances Table 1 shows the large scale technician and task scheduling problems that have been designed for this research. To our knowledge, there is only one piece of research that generated technician and task scheduling problem datasets independently, this was [12] . Two other works we are aware of extended existing vehicle routing datasets, [11] and [13] , by concatenating skill requirements from other scheduling problems or generating them randomly. The datasets created in this research are novel, they involve solving a multiperiod scheduling problem, with an outsourcing budget, respecting unavailability of resources and teaming. Column one shows the name of each dataset created, column two (Jobs) shows the number of jobs to be scheduled, column three (Techs) displays the number of available technicians and column four (Budget) displays the outsourcing budget available. Lastly, columns five and six (Domains and Levels) show the number of domains and levels.
There are twelve data instances that range from 1000 to 2500 jobs. These new datasets can be split into four groups; L1-L3, L4-L6, L7-L9 and L10-L12. Each group of data contains the same set of jobs to be scheduled, but contains a varying number of available technicians. 
Generating Large Scale Instances
Each data instance was made up of three files, an instance file, a technician file, and a job file. Firstly, the instance file was generated which contains the number of jobs, technicians, domains, levels and outsourcing budget. Next the set of technicians can be created. Each technician is randomly given a level of expertise in each of the domains and assigned days off within the scheduling horizon. Lastly, the job file is created. Each job is randomly assigned a duration, an outsourcing cost and a priority level. However, the jobs also have two other important attributes, domain skill requirements and precedence and successor relationships.
Generating Job Durations In the ROADEF 2007 challenge problem the length of a working day is limited to 120 time units. In the original problem instances, the job durations ranged from 15 time units to 120 time units, in 15 time unit intervals. Therefore, the job durations in the new datasets have been randomly assigned to be of a length that is a multiple of 15 time units and not greater than 120 time units.
Generating Skill Domain Requirements
The total number of technicians skilled in each domain skill level is recorded. When it comes to generating the skill domain requirements of a job, for the first level in each domain a random number is selected from 0 to the maximum number of technicians who possess this area of expertise. For each subsequent level of expertise in a domain a random number is selected between 0 and the previous required level of expertise. This is to ensure that skill levels are hierarchical i.e if four technicians are required to be skilled in domain 2 to level 3, then the next level, i.e domain 2 level 4 must require four or fewer technicians.
Generating Precedence and Successor Relationships Generating precedence and successor relationships between jobs was a complex task. In the ROADEF 2007 challenge problem, there were multi layered precedence and successor relationships that contained many layers and many jobs. In order to generate these types of constraints an algorithm had to be designed. This algorithm randomly selected a set of jobs, and ordered them in terms of their priority levels in descending order of importance. This is to ensure that jobs of priority group p are dependent on jobs that are priority p or higher, as this is the way the objective function is calculated, a weighted sum of priority end times.
The algorithm then iterates through the list of priority ordered jobs selecting a random number of jobs for each layer of the relationship tree. Next, each job is assigned to its layer. The algorithm then iterates through each job in the tree ensuring each job has at least one connection to another layer; either upwards (successor) or downwards (precedence). As this algorithm has a random nature the following relationship trees, as shown in Figure 1 , have been created using the same set of jobs. In Figure 1a the relationship tree has four layers. On the first layer are jobs 1 and 2, on the second, job 3 (which is a successor of jobs 1 and 2), the third layer contains jobs 4 and 5 (which are successors of job 3), and lastly, on the fourth layer, jobs 6 and 7 (both dependent on job 4, and one dependent on job 5).
In Figure 1b , the relationship tree has 5 layers, with one initial job node and one end job node. This figure depicts that jobs can be a member of the relationship tree without having to have both a successor and predecessor (jobs 3 and 6), reiterating the complexity of job relationships within the ROADEF 2007 challenge problem framework.
Heuristic Approaches

Intelligent Decision Heuristic
The intelligent decision heuristic considers multiple scenarios before making a job allocation decision [10] . Given a set of jobs, the heuristic checks to see if a dummy team could be made for each job. Each dummy team is then checked to see which further job allocations could be made. Each scenario is then scored for skill utilization of the team and the utilisation of available time. The highest scoring scenario is selected and the job allocations are made.
Greedy Heuristic
In order to benchmark the intelligent decision heuristic we will also implement a greedy heuristic on the large scale technician and task scheduling problem instances. The greedy heuristic does not include the intelligent step that checks the implications of an allocation decision. The greedy heuristic selects a single job randomly, creates a team and then makes further allocation decisions based on the skill waste of the team.
Experimental Results
Under the competition rules of the ROADEF 2007 challenge, each run of the heuristic is allowed a 20 minute computational time limit and so in this work, we have used a 20 minute run time. The heuristics were programmed in Java and tested on an HP Z210 Workstation, with an i7-2600 CPU with 3.4 GHZ with 12GB of RAM. Table 2 presents the best result obtained over five runs for each heuristic. In column two the results of the intelligent decision heuristic are displayed, in column three the best result obtained for the greedy heuristic is shown and in column four (% Gap) the percentage gap between the results of the intelligent decision and greedy heuristic are displayed.
Discussion
The previous section shows the results obtained for each heuristic approach on the large scale technician and task scheduling problem instances. It is shown that overall the ID heuristic outperforms the greedy heuristic in all problem instances.
Also as the number of technicians available increases, the gap in solution quality generally decreases. This can be expected, because as the number of available technicians on each day increases, there are fewer shortages of skills, and therefore less consideration can be made for team configurations. Overall the intelligent decision heuristic finds a solution that is on average 5% better than the quality of solution found by the greedy heuristic. A saving of 5% in personnel costs has the potential to save significant amounts of money in large businesses. This paper has demonstrated that although the ID heuristic is far more computationally expensive than the greedy heuristic, it can produce better quality results in the same computational time limit. The research has shown that the ID heuristic is both a robust and scalable approach to solving technician and task scheduling problems within strict computational time limits.
Conclusion
This paper has shown the benefits of finding efficient ways to solve large scale technician and task scheduling problems in time constrained conditions. In these large scale problems, finding a better quality solution of even 1% can result in large financial savings.
Our contributions to the field are; (i) a methodology for creating technician and task scheduling problem instances, (ii) twelve new large scale technician and task scheduling problems available at https://akhalfay.wordpress.com/largescale-ttsps/, and (iii) a comparative analysis of the greedy heuristic and the intelligent decision heuristic. It is hoped that other researchers will also evaluate their algorithms on these datasets.
Future work will explore related large scale technician and task scheduling problems, that contain the complexity of routing or time windows in which a customer must be visited.
